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We’re all educators in river 

restoration
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Brief introduction:  NCED

• NSF “STC”: 10 year Science and Technology Center 

• Inter-institutional:
– Coast to coast

– Mississippi headwaters to the sea

Interdisciplinary:
– Civil/environmental engineering, ecology, environmental 

economics geomorphology hydrology, mathematics, 
sedimentology 

• Source-to-sink:
– Watersheds

– Streams

– Deltas

• Beyond the Ivory Laboratory:
– Education

– Knowledge Transfer
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St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, Hennepin 

Island, Mississippi River, MN

NCED
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NCED and restoration
• Stream restoration projects happen in a watershed, and that 

watershed has a history, and that spatial and temporal context 
determines the nature of the problem and any possible solutions.  

• Its not that we don‟t understand what we need to know of the flux of 
water and sediment and nutrients etc through a stream reach, but 
that we don‟t know the history and the future of these fluxes and 
have to make decisions despite this ignorance.  

• It is widely understood that a restoration design has to be placed in 
context, but there is little hard guidance for this. 

• No detailed model of stream dynamics will give useful guidance 
unless we know how to apply it in a way that accommodates this 
variability and uncertainty.

Peter Wilcock, 2005, personal communication
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► Place stream restoration projects in watershed context

► Predict physical and biogeochemical response of stream channels to 

design manipulations

► Develop predictive links between stream restoration preferences, 

objectives and actions in a framework of adaptive environmental modeling

Approach:
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Share latest science and methods with practitioners

StreamRestoration.net:

Stream Restoration Toolbox, 

Training materials

Networker

PRRSUM

Practitioner Short Courses

UMN certificate program in SR
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• “Rivers flow through cities; what are you going 

to do about that?”

– (NSF, 2002)

• Dams, in particular--biggest experiment you 

can do on a river--engage

• Taking rivers on the road, in some unusual 

places, has proven our most successful 

way to engage the public and 

policy-makers in how rivers WORK, 

not just how they LOOK

Elwha model in Sam 

Rayburn  Bldg, Capitol Hill

Engage learners of all ages in our 

science and methods
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Overview

• What is river restoration?

– Why communicate about restoration?

– Who‟s the audience?

• One approach to restoration outreach 

– Build partnerships

– Use science methods

• Our river on the road
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What is River Restoration?

„It is axiomatic that no restoration can ever be perfect; 

it is impossible to replicate the biogeochemical and 

climatological sequence of events over geological time 

that led to the creation and placement of even one 

particle of soil, 

much less to exactly reproduce an entire ecosystem. 

Therefore all restorations are exercises in approximation

and in the reconstruction of naturalistic rather than 

natural assemblages of plants and animals within their 

physical environment.‟

Berger (1990, cited in Brookes, 1996, p.571), cited by Bromley 2008
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•So, it‟s really complicated.  And yet:

•Stream restoration is big business, with a big footprint

•At least $1B/year US; as much as $5-10B/yr worldwide

Sources:   Synthesizing U.S. River Restoration Efforts  (NRRSS), Bernhardt, Palmer + 23, SCIENCE VOL 308 29 APRIL 

2005 and personal communication
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Ideally, we would restore function…

• What gets in the way?

– Lack of good science

• Hard to incorporate uncertainty

• Almost no monitoring data (especially long-term)

• Little quantitative predictive science available 

– Restoration drivers / funding

• Mitigation (failing dam, habitat issues, flooding / bank stability)

– Public preferences / aesthetics, recreation

– Policy-maker priorities
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• Voter preference:

Better for nutrient processing Better for dog walking…

•Policy-maker priorities:

•Forget geologic time; I need to get re-elected!

Why communicate / educate about RR?
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Source: 1980s/1990s data from U.S. Department of Education (NCES, 2001). 

Data for 2000, 2002, and 2004 from Council of Chief State School Officers  (CCSSO, 2001, 2003, 2005).

www.cesenet.net/CESE_ESSEStatus.ppt 
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Why don‟t they get it?

K-12:
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• At the undergraduate level:

– In 2004-5,  403,200 students took introductory Earth science, 

2.7% of all undergraduates.

– In 2006, of all freshmen indicating an interest in a 

science/engineering major, (32% of total freshman), 2%

interested in physical science (mostly constant since the 1980‟s; 

E.S. not tabulated)
NSF Science and Technology Indicators 2008

AGI Directory of Geoscience Departments, 2007

AGI Geoscience Currents, March 2008
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a promising note:

• Americans have recently become more concerned about 
environmental quality.

• In 2007, 43% of Americans expressed strong concern about the 
environment, up from 35% in 2005. However, concern about the 
environment ranks somewhere in the middle among 12 issues.

NSF Science and Technology Indicators 2008

What if voters and policy-makers understood river 

function and the need for long term monitoring to 

improve our ability to restore that function?
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• www.earthscienceliteracy.org

• NSF sponsored

• 9 Big Ideas

• >500 contributors from research, education and practice

• Aimed at non-scientists

– Public

– Policy-makers

• Can help you distill essential concepts to communicate
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Big Idea #9: Humans have become a significant agent of change on Earth.

• 9.1 Human activities significantly change the rates of many Earth processes.

• 9.2 The geologic record distinguishes natural and human influences on Earth‟s 
systems, providing the basis for understanding rates of global change over time.

• 9.3 Humans are the most significant agents of change in surficial Earth processes.

• 9.4 Humans cause global climate change through fossil fuel combustion, land-use 
changes, agricultural practices, and industrial processes.

• 9.5 Humans affect the quality, availability, and distribution of Earth's water through 
the modification of streams, lakes, and groundwater.

• 9.6 Human activities alter the natural land surface.

• 9.7 Human activities accelerate land erosion.

• 9.8 Human activities significantly alter the biosphere.

• 9.9 Earth scientists document and seek to understand the impacts of humans on 
global change involving the land, water, and air over short and long time spans.
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• Monitoring need:

– Connect science and practice 

to citizen science

• Citizen Science

– National Weather Service

– Bird counts

– Adopt-a-highway, river, etc.

– Globe.gov

– Adopt-a-river/watershed (EPA)

• These people vote!

An opportunity 
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Television and the Internet are Americans‟ primary sources of science and 

technology information.

• More Americans select television as their primary source of science and 

technology information than any other medium.

• The Internet ranks second among sources of science and 

technology information, and its margin over other sources is large and growing.

• To learn about specific scientific issues, more than half of Americans choose 

the Internet as their main information source.
National Science Board

Science and Engineering Indicators 2008

www.eruptingmind.com/effects-of-tv-on-brain/

www.wowzadeals.com/watchingtvoninternet/

An approach…
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However…

• In 2006, about three of five Americans said they had visited an 

informal science institution, such as a zoo or museum, in the past 

year. 

• This proportion is generally consistent with results from surveys 

conducted since 1979. 

National Science Board 

Science and Engineering Indicators 2008
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Partnerships: Museums and other informal 
science organizations

• Trusted by the public and K-12 educators

• Know how to engage an audience

• Can collaborate on funding

• Can make your outreach much more sustainable

• Increasingly interested in adult and policy-maker audiences
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and Methods:  Use science methods

• Challenges:

– The “black box” of science

– Earth science spatial/temporal scales

• But…
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Inherent appeal of sticks, stones, dirt and water

Good science education is hands-on, inquiry based

So is Earth-science!

Courtesy, Science Museum of Minnesota
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And, Experiments shrink space and time, 
bring the field to the researchers
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So why not take river experiments 

on the road to:

• help shrink space and time for 

your audience

• So they can learn the way we 

learn
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Our rivers on the road

– Starting in our backyard:

• Partnerships

• Methods

• More and more opportunities
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Big Back Yard
• Partner:  Science Museum of Minnesota

• Challenge:

– Interpret Source to Sink surface dynamics to the public

• Solution:

– ErosionTransportDeposition

– Put the environment back into (Mini) golf

• Results:

– >100,000 visitors annually, including schools

– Piloted policy-maker workshops here

– Lasting installation; keep refreshing content

– Funding for two more exhibits

• Water: Colbert Report on World Water Day

• Future Earth: specific programming for policy-makers
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Golfers…
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…players
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…Observers
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Pudding 

with the 

pill!

Policy-makers and voters
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Glines Canyon Dam

The first River on the Road…
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Photos courtesy National Park Service/Chris Bromley

to Lab…River…
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To schools…
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…to the Olympic Peninsula!

Thanks to American Rivers and NPS!
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The National Mall

From this:To this….
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Partners:  USFS / Smithsonian Folklife Festival
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(dams again…) upstream

downstream
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LOTS of voters and  policymakers…
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…listening
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..and doing
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Reprise…thinking, listening…
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…and doing…new ages…voters 

and future decision-makers
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Marmot Dam

~106 m3 of sand and gravel released in blow and go…

where will it end up?
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From movie-set to REU

Not our first movie…
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Partners: PGE, NCED, OPTV  

(and National Geographic…tonight!)
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What’s next?
• Scientific visualization in museums

– SOS

– RainTable

– EarthBuzz

• Outdoor experiments

– OSL

• Environment, Energy, Economics
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Research, practice and

visibility…

Restoration reenactment camp
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Parting thoughts

• Rivers are strange attractors

– Shrink them, take them on the road and they will come…

• Doing good outreach takes:

– A compelling topic (rivers)

– Good partnerships (professional educators, lasting venues)

– Real science

• Rich audience:

– Reach out to voters and policy-makers as well as students
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NCED is funded by the National Science Foundation, under agreement Number EAR 0120914.

Learn more:

nced.umn.edu

safl.umn.edu

smm.org

nsf.gov

Thank you!


